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 Spawn
by george
Tab by Jason Molle

Searched for ages for chords or tab to this song with no luck, so decided to
have a go at it myself.
My first attempt at tabbing, hope you enjoy!

Chords used:
   G# F# E C#m G2 Am A G#m Fm B D#m
B--4--2--0--4--3--0--0--4--1--2--6-|
B--4--2--0--5--3--3--0--4--1--4--7-|
G--5--3--1--6--2--2--2--4--1--4--8-|
D--6--4--2--6--5--1--2--6--3--4--8-|
D--6--4--2--6--5--2--2--6--3--2--6-|
E--4--2--0--x--3--x--x--4--1--x--x-|

[Verse]

G#m
  I can t help waiting deliberating

Depths of age pale away
G#m            F#m
  And I am trying to rediscover
E                           G#m
  The wide-eyed beauty of the first glance

[Pre Chorus]

            E
And you can take what s mine
           C#m
Add to the weight of time
     Am     A             G#m
With cold eyes and a furrowed brow
            E
And you can take what s mine
              C#m
Turn back the hands of time
        Am     A           G#m
But for young, time is the sun

[Chorus]



     G#m
From where does fear spawn
         Fm
From the older ingrained scorn
        E                       G#m
Does it mean that my mind won t cry
      G#m                       Fm
And I can t believe that you re happy to bleed
       E
From your cold eyes

[Verse]

G#m
   Each year I peel back my skin
F#m
   And fleshy pink appears
E
  Yet a harder layer grows
G#m
   To protect my uncertainty
G#m
   Young grow fear to love
F#m
   Resist my resistance
E                    G#m
   Reluctance to return a smile

[Pre Chorus]

            E
And you can take what s mine
           C#m
Add to the weight of time
     Am     A             G#m
With cold eyes and a furrowed brow
            E
And you can take what s mine
              C#m
Turn back the hands of time
        Am     A           G#m
But for young, time is the sun

[Chorus]

     G#m
From where does fear spawn
         Fm
From the older ingrained scorn
        E                       G#m
Does it mean that my mind won t cry
      G#m                       Fm
And I can t believe that you re happy to bleed



       E
From your cold eyes

[Solo]

G#m E G#m Am

[Chorus]

     G#m
From where does fear spawn
         Fm
From the older ingrained scorn
        E                       G#m
Does it mean that my mind won t cry
      G#m                       Fm
And I can t believe that you re happy to bleed
       E          G#m
From your cold eyes

     G#m
From where does fear spawn
         Fm
From the older ingrained scorn
        E                       G#m
Does it mean that my mind won t cry
      G#m                       Fm
And I can t believe that you re happy to bleed
       E
From your cold eyes

[Outro]

E    G#m
Cold eyes
      E    G#m
Your, cold eyes

      E    G#m
Your, cold eyes

      E    G#m
Your, cold eyes

 


